Calling all Baruch Undergraduate Researchers! Show off your work at an academic
conference with students from around the world at ICUR 2021!
Apply now for the 8th annual International Conference of Undergraduate Research (ICUR)
at Baruch College! ICUR is an exclusively undergraduate two-day conference held on
September 28-29, 2021, concurrently in Australia, the United Kingdom, Singapore, the US
and elsewhere. It connects undergraduate presenters from across the world through videoconferencing. From here in NYC, you can talk to students in foreign countries! In 2020, 547
students from 13 institutions on 5 continents presented across 109 internationally linked
webinar sessions!
At ICUR you can develop your communication skills by discussing your work in 15-minute
oral presentations on a panel of students here at Baruch and in other countries linked via
video-conferencing coordinated through the ICUR App. Even in the era of social distancing,
ICUR allows you to connect with other undergraduate researchers across countries and
disciplines, and enhance your CV too to prepare for graduate school or any career! The
conference provides a supportive environment for talented young scholars, many of whom
are doing and presenting research for the first time. Recent Baruch graduates can still
present work completed while an undergraduate.
ELIGIBILITY
The conference is multidisciplinary! All undergraduate students with research to share are
encouraged to apply. We welcome research projects that are the outcome of Honors
theses, course work, group projects, summer internships or independent research. For
group projects, please get consent from all group members/individuals involved prior to
applying. Students from all disciplines and perspectives can submit 250-word abstracts.
HOW TO APPLY
It’s easy to apply! You can submit a 250-word abstract by Friday, June 2, 2021 using the
online form https://www.icurportal.com/abstract-submission/
A panel will review all submissions and may give feedback for revisions. You will hear about
acceptance by early July. For abstract-writing tips see:
https://www.icurportal.com/resources/writing-an-abstract/ or contact Baruch’s ICUR
coordinator, Prof. Katherine Pence at Katherine.Pence@baruch.cuny.edu. See
www.icurportal.com for more information.
Abstracts should include:

1. Clear statement of the original research question and contribution to the field
2. Clear statement of methods, sources, and/or data used and findings (or potential findings if
it’s a work in progress)
3. Demonstration of an understanding of recent developments in the field to which you are
contributing
4. Clear expression of the context and potential impacts of the research

5. Language and terms accessible to specialist and non-specialist interdisciplinary audiences
(specific jargon or terms from your specialty should be defined for those outside the field).

